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Locating sources on the sky is one of the largest challenges in gravitational wave astronomy, owing
to the omni-directional nature of gravitational wave detection techniques, and the often intrinsically
weak signals being observed. Ground-based detectors can address the pointing problem by observing
with a network of detectors, effectively triangulating signal locations by observing the arrival times
across the network. Space-based detectors will observe long-lived sources that persist while the
detector moves relative to their location on the sky, using Doppler shifts of the signal to locate
the sky position. While these methods improve the pointing capability of a detector or network,
the angular resolution is still coarse compared to the standards one expects from electromagnetic
astronomy. Another technique that can be used for sky localization is null-stream pointing. In the
case where multiple independent data streams exist, a single astrophysical source of gravitational
waves will appear in each of the data streams. Taking the signals from multiple detectors in linear
combination with each other, one finds there is a two parameter family of coefficients that effectively
null the gravitational wave signal; those two parameters are the angles that define the sky location
of the source. This technique has been demonstrated for a network of ground-based interferometric
observatories, and for 6-link space interferometers. This paper derives and extends the null-stream
pointing method to the unique case of pulsar timing residuals. The basic method is derived and
demonstrated, and the necessity of using the method with multiple sub-arrays of pulsars in the
pulsar timing array network is considered.
I. INTRODUCTION
The gravitational wave spectrum covers many decades
in frequency space, just like the electromagnetic spec-
trum. The particular waves that are radiated in any
given band of the spectrum reflect the astrophysical phe-
nomena that generated the waves, and in particular the
astrophysical timescales that dominate the movement of
mass in the system. In the very-low frequency band of
the spectrum, 10−9Hz . fgw . 10−6Hz, the primary
detection technique is known as pulsar timing.
Pulsar timing uses the stable rotation of distant pul-
sars as clocks. It was first described by Detweiler [1],
and proceeds as follows. The arrival time of pulses from
a pulsar are monitored on Earth, and compared against
a model for the expected arrival times (the “ephemeris”).
Using simple models for pulsar spindown over time, mod-
els for pulse arrival times can be built with precisions at
the level of fractions of a microsecond when pulsar mon-
itoring spans several years. The fundamental signature
of a gravitational wave passing between the Earth and
the distant pulsar is a change in the time of flight for
individual pulses, advancing or retarding their time of
arrival compared to the model ephemeris. The difference
between the arrival time of the pulses and the model are
known as “timing residuals,” and they constitute the ba-
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sic data stream in pulsar timing searches for gravitational
waves.
While the measurement can be made with long-term
observations of a single pulsar, the implementation of this
method as a viable detection technique has been realized
through the development of pulsar timing arrays, where
many pulsars in many parts of the sky are monitored
over long periods of time, combining timing residuals
from multiple pulsars to search for gravitational waves.
Many efforts have been launched on this front, including
the North American Nanohertz Observatory for Gravita-
tional Waves (NANOGrav)[2], the Parkes Pulsar Timing
Array [3], the European Pulsar Timing Array [4], and
the International Pulsar Timing Array [5].
The expected astrophysical sources of very-low fre-
quency gravitational waves include supermassive black
hole binaries (SMBHB), stochastic backgrounds of SMB-
HBs, as well as a variety of other stochastic sources such
as phase transitions in the early Universe or relic radi-
ation from the Big Bang. See [6] for a recent review of
PTA sources.
Like most gravitational wave detection techniques, pul-
sar timing arrays are omnidirectional, in the sense that
they are sensitive to gravitational waves from any loca-
tion on the sky. As a general rule of thumb, the sensi-
tivity of any particular pulsar to incident gravitational
waves is a function of the angle between the line of sight
to the pulsar and the line of sight to the gravitational
wave source. This relationship is distinctly evident in the
Hellings and Downs curve [7], which relates the correla-
tion of residual signals from two pulsars to their angular
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2separation in the sky.
This work develops a data combination technique
known as “pulsar null streams” to provide a good esti-
mate of the location of a gravitational wave source on the
sky. This is an explicit analysis technique for determining
the sky location of a putative gravitational wave source
without engaging in a full parameter search. Source lo-
cation knowledge absent other parameter information is
useful for counterpart searches, as well as restricting the
search space of computationally intensive signal searches.
Null stream mapping of gravitational wave sources has
been described for interferometric detectors [8–11], and
relies on the fact that there are correlated gravitational
wave signals between detectors in a network. For the
case of a pulsar timing array, one has the same situation
— a gravitational wavefront will produce a correlated re-
sponse in the timing of every pulsar in the array. This
correlation may be exploited to create a null stream by
taking advantage of the geometrical properties of a pul-
sar’s response to incident gravitational waves.
The paper is organized as follows. In section II we
review a basic signal model for pulsar timing residuals,
and express it in a form conducive to build a pulsar null
stream. In section III the pulsar null stream is described
and written out. Section IV shows how the pulsar null
stream works for an array of three pulsars. Section V
discusses the errors inherent in one sub-array of pulsars.
Section VI demonstrates how multiple sub-arrays of pul-
sars strengthen the null signal technique. Section VII
examines the efficacy and overall pointing ability of the
method in the presence of noise. Section VIII summa-
rizes the key results and discusses future directions for
this work.
II. PULSAR TIMING RESIDUALS
Pulsar timing arrays use the long term stability in the
spacing of signal pulses from radio pulsars to detect and
characterize gravitational waves. A passing gravitational
wave advances or delays the arrival time of regular pulses
at the Earth from the pulsar. The advance or delay of
the pulse is found by subtracting the pulse record from
a model of the pulse arrival times in the absence of a
gravitational wave; the result is referred to as the resid-
ual, Rg(t). The residual of a pulsar signal is dependent
on the sky location and physical characteristics of the
gravitational wave source as well as the sky location and
distance to the pulsar being timed. Consider a binary
source of gravitational waves located on the sky at an
ecliptic longitude λ and an ecliptic latitude β. For a
pulsar located at (λP , βP ) the timing residual is given
by [12]
Rg (t) =
1
2ωg
sin (∆Φ)
1− cos θ [(B1 cos (2φ) +B2 sin (2φ))h+ (ωgt−∆Φ) + (B2 cos (2φ)−B1 sin (2φ))h× (ωgt−∆Φ)] , (1)
where ωg = 2pif is the gravitational wave frequency, φ
is the ascending node of the source binary orbital plane,
and the remaining terms are defined as
B1 =
(
1 + sin2 β
)
cos2 βP cos [2 (λ− λP )] (2)
− sin (2β) sin (2βP ) cos (λ− λP )
+
(
2− 3 cos2 βP
)
cos2 β
B2 =2 cosβ sin (2βP ) sin (λ− λP ) (3)
− 2 sinβ cos2 βP sin [2 (λ− λP )]
∆Φ =
1
2
ωgDP (1− cos θ) (4)
cos θ = cosβ cosβP cos (λ− λP ) + sinβ sinβP (5)
This form of the residual from [12] is written so that
the pulsar term is taken into account as a phase shift
and amplitude modulation and can be tracked by the
presence of ∆Φ, where the distance to the pulsar resides.
The Fourier transform of the residual can be written
as R˜i(f) = F+i h˜+(f) + F×i h˜×(f), where the F+,×i are
“beam pattern functions” for the ith pulsar and are pa-
rameterized by the sky position of the source, {β, λ}.
They can be read off as the coefficients of the individual
polarizations of the waveform in Eq (1).
F+i =
1
2ωg
sin (∆Φi)
1− cos θi (B1i cos (2φi) +B2i sin (2φi)) (6a)
F×i =
1
2ωg
sin (∆Φi)
1− cos θi (B2i cos (2φi)−B1i sin (2φi)) (6b)
It should be noted that the F+,×i coefficients are symmet-
ric under the transformation β → −β and λ→ λ+ 180◦
for the gravitational wave source sky location, corre-
sponding to the antipodal point on the sphere. Unfor-
tunately, this degeneracy is manifest from the starting
equations and will always result in a strong null signal at
the antipodal point.
III. CONSTRUCTING A PULSAR NULL
STREAM
A null stream is constructed from the timing residuals
of three pulsars by noting that the same source polar-
ization amplitudes, h˜+,×(f), appear in the data stream
3from each pulsar. This fact is exploited by taking linear
combinations of pulsar data streams and factoring them
in terms of the h˜+,×(f). The null stream, η˜(f) is the
the linear combination of signals from the requisite set of
pulsars for which the putative gravitational wave signal
vanishes. If the Fourier transform of the pulsar residuals
is written as R˜i(f), then the null stream may be written
as:
η˜ = α1 · R˜1(f) + α2 · R˜2(f) + α3 · R˜3(f) = 0 , (7)
where the αi are linear coefficients. This factors into
η˜ = h˜+(f)
[
α1F+1 + α2F+2 + α3F+3
]
+ h˜×(f)
[
α1F×1 + α2F×2 + α3F×3
]
. (8)
The only way for η˜(f) = 0 generically is if the coefficients
multiplying h˜+,×(f) in Eq. 8 are zero:
α1F+1 + α2F+2 + α3F+3 = 0
α1F×1 + α2F×2 + α3F×3 = 0 . (9)
Setting the null stream to zero implies a relationship be-
tween the arbitrary coefficients and the response func-
tions. The system of equations is underdetermined for
the αi, however the choice of three residual signals is
crucial. If only two were chosen then only α1 = α2 = 0
would solve the equations. Here we have a freedom to
choose α3, but there is an obvious choice,
α1 = F+2 F×3 −F+3 F×2 (10a)
α2 = F+3 F×1 −F+1 F×3 (10b)
α3 = F+1 F×2 −F+2 F×1 . (10c)
Examination of the pulsar beam patterns F+,× in
Eqs. (6) shows that these combinations have two free
parameters: β and λ, the position of the gravitational
wave source on the sky.
With the pulsar pattern functions F+,×i in hand, the
derivation of the null stream η˜(f) is reduced to deter-
mining the values of {α1, α2, α3} that satisfy Eq. 7. The
αi’s are combinations of the pattern functions, which
are themselves only functions of the sky angles. Oper-
ationally, the null stream search for the sky location is
then reduced to a two parameter minimization problem
– what values of the sky angles minimize η˜(f)? In noise
free data, it will be a true nulling, by definition; in the
presence of noise the null stream will simply change the
character of the spectrum by suppressing features that
are related to the gravitational wave signal.
These linear combinations can be constructed from any
set of three pulsar data streams and minimized to deter-
mine the location of the source on the sky. Given that
modern pulsar timing arrays have greater than 50 pulsars
as part of the array, there are many different sub-arrays
of pulsars that can be chosen to implement the pulsar null
stream. This ability to chose sub-arrays can be exploited
to increase the pointing ability of the technique.
Note that we have chosen above to do the analysis on
a continuous source in the frequency domain, however,
this need not be the case. As in previous work on null
signals, [8–11], the analysis should work just as well for
burst sources and in the time domain. The in depth
analysis of combining various sub-arrays of pulsars has
been favored over a full treatment of burst sources which
will be treated in future work.
IV. DEMONSTRATION USING THE NULL
SIGNAL APPROACH
Using the null stream, Eq. (7), we can localize the sky
position of a gravitational wave source by minimizing
|η˜|2. In the following example, a continuous, sinusoidal
SMBH was modeled, using (1), in Maple with a sky po-
sition at (λ = 195◦, β = −64.7◦). We use the FFT of the
residual signal and the sky position of the pulsars to cal-
culate the magnitude of Eq. (8) as a function of the sky
position of the source. Fig. (1) shows cross sections of
|η|2 along different longitudes.
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FIG. 1: The cross sections of the normalized null signal for
three different cases is shown. The solid line is a cross section
of |η˜|2 with the value of λ set to the ecliptic longitude of the
source, λ = 195◦. Notice that the strong dip at the correct
latitude, β = −64.7◦. The dashed line is a cross section of
the same null signal, but at a longitude that is not the correct
longitude for the gravitational wave source, and hence does
not have the dip. The dotted signal is another realization
of the null signal, computed from an independent subarray
made up of three other pulsars in the PTA. The cross section
is taken at the correct longitude and one can see that even
though the rest of the signal does not resemble the signal from
the first three pulsars, it still possesses the same strong dip
at β = −64.7◦.
Notice the large dip at the correct value of the sky
position. There is a secondary minimum in the cross
section, but it is an order of magnitude larger than the
4primary minimum. Figure 2 shows the full sky density
plot of the null signal.
FIG. 2: The null signal, |η˜|2, for 1 set of three pulsars is
shown as a density plot. Darker areas represent low points in
the signal, while lighter shades have a higher signal. Notice
that there are deep nulls at the correct sky position (λ = 195◦
and β = −64.7◦), the antipodal point, and other parts of the
sky.
V. ERROR VERSUS PULSAR SEPARATION
In a given null signal there are local minima which do
not coincide with the correct sky position. This is evi-
dent in Fig. 1, where the null signal given by the solid
line has a strong local minimum at around 75◦. In fact,
it is common, for a single sub-array of 3 pulsars, to have
the absolute minimum for a null signal to be at an in-
correct sky position. The true null can be identified,
and the overall size of the localization uncertainty can
be minimized, by combining the null-signal from multi-
ple sub-arrays of pulsars. This is one distinct advantage
this method has over interferometric networks – the large
number of pulsars in the time array yields a large num-
ber of sub-arrays that can be combined to create a good
null-stream pointing. In this section we will focus on how
to characterize the errors in one sub-array.
The null stream localization error for a given sub-array
of pulsars can be characterized by calculating the dis-
tance from the correct sky position to the absolute min-
imum for a given null signal. As one might suspect from
localization schemes for other gravitational wave detec-
tors as the angular distance between the pulsars in the
null signal increases, the error of the sky location de-
creases. In Fig. 3 are two examples of what the errors
look like for a given null signal. These plots are con-
structed by putting three pulsars down at the locations
indicated. Then for every point in the sky, we inject a
signal, and ask where the minimum in the null signal
is. The shading in Fig. 3 indicates the angular distance
(error) from that point in the sky to the absolute min-
imum of the null signal. Qualitatively it can be seen
that there is less error when the pulsars in the null signal
are more separated on the sky. This can be investigated
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FIG. 3: The angular distance from the correct sky location is
plotted as a function of the sky location for the given three
pulsars. The darker areas represent areas where the null sig-
nal minimum gives a large error for the sky position of the
gravitational wave source. The error in the sky position of
the gravitational wave signal depends on both the angular
distance of the sources from the pulsars and the pulsars an-
gular distances from each other.
more quantitatively by averaging over many sets of pul-
sars with the same separation. In Fig. 4 is a statistical
analysis of sets of pulsars separated as equilateral trian-
gles in the sky. Each data point represents the average of
40 different triangles sprinkled randomly across the sky.
The same gravitational wave source sky location was used
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FIG. 4: Each data point is the error in sky position for an
equilateral triangle of pulsars of given angular separation, av-
eraged over 40 such triangles. The calculation was done using
the same gravitational wave location used in previous exam-
ples, but randomly assigning the sky location of the pulsars.
It is easy to notice the overall decrease in error as the sepa-
ration increases to 120◦. It should also be noted that these
errors are still substantial even at larger separations.
5for all of the different pulsar placements. While the error
to the minimum decreases substantially for a single sub-
array, the absolute minimum still has a significant error,
even at large angular separations.
VI. MULTIPLE SUB-ARRAYS OF PULSARS
While there is a strong null in the density map of |η˜|2
shown in Fig. 2, there are strong secondary minima as
well across the entire sky. The location and strength of
the secondary minima are dependent on the combined
geometric orientations of the source and the pulsars used
in constructing the null stream. Because the strength of
secondary minima varies dramatically with source posi-
tion, searches for sky position would benefit from reduc-
tion in size of the secondary minima with respect to the
null at the true sky location of the source. These sec-
ondary minima can be reduced, amplifying the true null,
by combining multiple null streams together.
In the case of gravitational wave interferometers we are
limited by the number of observatories at our disposal.
However, the PTA catalog has more than 50 pulsars. Any
three can be used to construct a null stream η˜. We call
any choice of three pulsars a “sub-array.” The sub-array
null signals are combined into a single signal by taking
their product. This acts to strengthen the signal while
suppressing the random fluctuations in the data. For
purposes of comparison the individual null streams are
all normalized by dividing a null signal by its maximum
before taking their product.
FIG. 5: Density plot of a null signal product using 3 sets of
pulsars (top) and 9 sets of pulsars (bottom).
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FIG. 6: Null signals using1, 3 and 9 sets of pulsars with the
value of λ = 195◦.
Combining multiple null streams from independent
sub-arrays immediately suppresses the secondary min-
ima, quickly revealing the location of the null at the true
sky location of a source. The top sky map in Fig. 5 shows
the product of 3 independent sets of pulsars. There are
still swaths of low η values where the secondary minima
are seen in Fig. 2, but their relative strength is greatly
reduced. The lower sky map in Fig. 5 shows the product
of 9 independent null signals, revealing the location of the
true null on the sky. Fig. 6 shows the one dimensional
cross-sections through the parameter space at a constant
value of λ, showing the strong null at the true source lo-
cation, and only minor variations across the rest of the
sky.
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FIG. 7: This data is identical to Fig 6, but the nth root has
been taken, where n is the number of sub-arrays in the null
stream. The nth root is taken in localization comparisons so
that the width of the minima can be compared over roughly
the same range of values of the null signal.
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FIG. 8: This figure shows the percentage of the sky that falls
under a given cutoff value of the null signal. The localization
becomes precise very quickly as we increase the number of
sets of pulsars. For this example, after 3 sets of pulsars the
localization does not increase significantly. The cutoff is given
as a percentage of the maximum, and the percentages are
normalized for comparison because of the different powers for
the multiple sub-array null signals.
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FIG. 9: Each data point is the error in sky position for an
equilateral triangle of pulsars of given angular separation, av-
eraged over 40 such triangles. The calculation was done using
the same gravitational wave location used in previous exam-
ples, but randomly assigning the sky location of the pulsars.
While there are immediate gains in localization abil-
ity by combining multiple sub-arrays, relative gains are
eventually reduced each time a new sub-array is added
to the product. Figure 8 shows one example of how lo-
calization ability grows with the number of sub-arrays.
To quantify the amount of localization from multiply-
ing multiple null signals we first normalize the signals
further by taking the nth root of the signal, where n is
the number of null signals in the product (see Figure 7 to
see what this looks like). This gives the null signals the
same range. Then define a cutoff value of the null signal
given as a percentage of the maximum of the null signal.
Looking at the number of square degrees that falls under
this cutoff gives a measure of how much one can localize
the position of a given source.
These localizations vary depending on the relationship
between the gravitational wave source and the pulsars.
Another way to characterize the localization is to repeat
the more statistical analysis done using sets of equilateral
triangles to characterize the error of the minimal signal
for a given null signal. Fig. 9 shows how the product
of null signals significantly decreases the errors in the
minimum. Once we get past 3 sub-arrays the error is
significantly reduced.
VII. NOISE AND NULL STREAMS
The formal presentation of the null stream solution
given by Eq. 7 is an idealized, mathematical observa-
tion about the nature of the pulsar timing data and the
putative signals it contains. Real data, however, is sub-
ject to the presence of noise from random processes that
can reduce the promising capabilities of this localization
method.
The effects of noise can be considered in this demon-
stration by injecting noise into the residual data for the
pulsars at various levels, then examining how it affects
the solutions for sky positions.
To produce a noisy data set, white gaussian noise ni(t)
is generated using Maple and added to the residuals Ri(t)
for each pulsar. In the examples here the mean of the
noise is set to zero while the standard deviation is set to
the maximum amplitude of the gravitational wave source.
While an SNR ∼ 8 is an accepted standard for detection,
here it is difficult to see the effect that noise has on the
null signal until the noise is closer to SNR ∼ 1.
In Figures 10 and 11 we see that the added noise affects
the null signal, but fairly subtly. In Fig. 10 we see that
by the time we have the product of three null signals we
have regained much of the localization we had without
noise.
Perhaps counter-intuitively, the null stream approach
still provides good localization even when the noise is
comparable to the size of the signal, a situation that
would be unfathomable in traditional parameter estima-
tion. This can be understood by considering that the
product of null signals amplifies the null (by making the
null smaller), while white noise is just as likely to increase
the signal as decrease it.
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FIG. 10: Null signals with white gaussian noise, SNR ∼ 1,
added using 1, 3 and 9 sub-arrays of pulsars. As before these
are cross-sections through λ = 195◦, the correct ecliptic longi-
tude for the source. Notice that with only one noisy signal it
is difficult to discern the correct latitude for the source, how-
ever with a product of three null signals we see a marked dip,
and with a product of nine null signals an even more localized
minimum.
FIG. 11: These density plots are sky maps of a null signal with
white gaussian noise, SNR ∼ 1. The top figure is a single null
signal and resembles Fig. 2 strongly, however there is no dip
at the correct sky location, as can be seen in the crossection
in Fig. 10. The lower figure is a product of three null signals,
where we see that we have regained the strong localization.
VIII. DISCUSSION
Null stream mapping of gravitational wave sources re-
lies on the fact that there are correlated gravitational
wave signals between detectors. The underlying premise
of the null stream construction is that for a collection of
pulsars observing the same source, the gravitational wave
signal is common to all pulsars in the array, but modified
by geometric factors related to the relative position of the
source on the sky. We have shown how a linear combi-
nation of three pulsar timing streams gives a signal that
is minimized at the correct sky location of the gravita-
tional wave source, though not as localized as one might
need for electromagnetic counterpart searches. Further
we have characterized the error and localization ability
of one null signal. Though there are significant errors
with one null signal when multiple signals are combined
as products the errors decrease and the localization in-
creases dramatically.
The techniques here have focused on analysis in the fre-
quency domain specialized for looking at stable sinusoidal
signals expected from super massive black hole mergers,
however, future work will consider how these sky local-
ization techniques will work for burst type sources in the
time domain.
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